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I usually avoid braving the asphalt elements in my rental car when I’m working in a new city, but 

when duty calls, I take vehicular action. I spent my first morning here in Oklahoma City driving 

around with two objectives: get a Truvada refill and rid myself of the suspected gonorrhea 

hijacking my throat and urethral lining. It was looking to be a thrilling afternoon of medical 

adventures and uncomfortable bathroom breaks.  

 

After arriving at one closed Planned Parenthood, I traversed to another, 30 minutes away. I can’t 

just get Truvada, an HIV-prevention medication, anywhere since some doctors and facilities, with 

constitutions just right of the Holy Book, refuse to peddle “gay birth control”. Urgent Care’s cool 

aunt, Planned Parenthood, does so I rely on them frequently while I travel for work and don’t have 

a regular physician.   

 

All the way in the back of a parking lot, behind a Church’s Chicken and a Popeye’s, hid the world’s 

smallest Planned Parenthood. An astute choice of location since the sight of fast food is surely 

more comforting to many Oklahomans’ sensibilities. Picking a preferred chicken joint actually 

might spur more debate than the clinic since I assume most locals are united in disapproval. In the 

Bible Belt’s oversized, overcompensating shiny buckle, contraceptives and morning-after pills are 

as welcome as a velcro lining in a Fleshlight.   

 

Pulling up, I noticed a woman whom I’ll call Magda, a name as arousing as vaginal mesh. Her 

tight “Chemo Chic” head scarf; her loosely crocheted magenta cardigan, with holes large enough 

for the evils of the world to pass on through; her jean skirt, one size too large, unwilling to hug a 

single curve because homeliness is next to godliness. Although I’m sure her undefined tuchus is 

the subject of many fantasies, what’s underneath it drew my attention. A lawn chair. What was she 

doing on a lawn chair in a parking lot? How naive of me. My New England, male privilege had 

shielded me from Magda’s ilk.  

 

As I departed my Prius (her clue to my affinity for abortions), she sermonized. Unlike the hushed, 

boring tones of my childhood masses, Magda packed a louder punch. She stood alert. A finger, so 

saintly it’s never felt the inside of her own body, pointed toward me.  

 

“You’re supporting the murder of innocent children! Your soul will pay for this evil!”  

 

All that and she had nothing to say about my new haircut.  

 

I was surprised she never used my assumed homosexuality in her attack. No “God Hates Fags”, 

no Adam and Steve rhetoric, no assumptions of good taste in clothing and requests to help her 

shop. As I reached the clinic door I wondered: for the first time, was I passing? It’s a miracle I 

didn’t have to wear bootcut jeans to achieve it. 

 



The clinic door was opened for me. Was this another test-ee? Someone with a fresh from the oven 

morning-after pill? Someone picking up a Fetus Malted from the child-themed diner inside? No. 

A police officer. I was frisked, detected for metal, and questioned explicitly about being there. 

This is life for patients who depend on this Planned Parenthood for access to non-judgmental health 

care. I sat in the packed, four-chaired waiting room, wondering if there was a back exit I could 

push my way toward when Magda inevitably hurled a virgin Molotov cocktail through the window.  

 

When called up, I was informed that the next appointment was a week and a half later. Were they 

overbooked because everyone takes full advantage of the myriad of resources Planned Parenthood 

offers? I apologize. My mother taught me not to ask questions to which I already know the answer.  

 

There are only four locations in Oklahoma. Four. A 70,000 square-miled state with a population 

around 4 million people. For perspective, my home state of Connecticut has 16 locations within 

5,500 square miles for the comparable population of over 3.5 million. Perhaps there is a correlation 

between the rate of centers and the fact that Oklahoma (along with New Mexico where I contracted 

my sexually transmitted blessing) recently placed in the top ten for STD rates and Connecticut 

placed in the bottom ten. But who listens to facts? 

 

Rejected and revisiting the battlefield, I imagined this as Magda’s version of tailgating; chugging 

brewskies and terrorizing teenagers looking to get birth control to manage their acne. From her 

foldable cloth throne, she jolted up and approached me.  

 

“How could you work at a place like this?”  

 

Did she think I’d just gone in to pick up my check? Admittedly flattered she assumed I was a 

doctor, I debated correcting her. Maybe I should’ve regaled her with how I contracted gonorrhea 

by using the cut REO Speedwagon verse: “I felated a friend who-oo / was felated by a friend who-

oo / was felated by another who’d been messing around.” However, I just got in my car and pitied 

Magda. This all probably stemmed from insecurities about her poor crocheting technique.   

 

On to an urgent care where I had to explain to a medical assistant what Truvada was. Based on her 

uncomfortable expression, I think I lost her at the “HIV” in “HIV-prevention”. It surely conjured 

up images for her of seedy, Tom of Finland-style men getting sodomized; clinging to park trees 

for dear life. One medical assistant’s nightmare, another patient’s dream. She took my vitals then 

cautiously escorted me back, like some Fabergé egg full of “gay gas” that, if broken, would infect 

her and every nun she’d met.   

 

When my doctor arrived, I gave him the low down on my spicy oral and urinary sensations and 

that I needed a Truvada refill. I sensed strong “familiar with the stage work of Angela Lansbury” 

vibes from this young physician. Due to extended eye contact usually found in bars named “Dude 

Ranch”, I’m absolutely enough of an ego-maniac to think this man was flirting with me. Me! A 

potentially STI-ridden vagabond.  

 

As if to convince himself that I was disease-free, he suggested the discomfort in my throat could 

be allergies rather than the clap. “Oklahoma City can be hell on allergies, maybe that’s what you’re 



experiencing”. Sir, I can’t recall the last time pollen also made taking a whizz this much of a chore. 

I won the debate and received my preemptive shot for my symptoms. 

 

The interview continued. When asking whether I was typically the receptive or insertive partner, 

he could barely make out the words. I should’ve shown him my Grindr profile to spare him having 

to ask more questions. With the information already on there, I’d just need to add my blood 

pressure and emergency contacts.   

 

“I guess I should give you a full physical as well.”  

 

After checking reflexes and scoping ears, he said, “Now I should check…your lower half.” 

Something about this dialogue seemed vaguely reminiscent of scene work found in videos 

available for purchase behind a curtain. While this is protocol, I’d always wanted to submit to 

Penthouse Forum, so I flung off my pants and hoped for a good story.  

 

After very professional fondling, I redressed in defeat. Tease! Lastly, we discussed Truvada. Being 

a new employee at this clinic, he wanted to check if he was able to prescribe it. When he left, I 

searched the Truvada website to see if this location would come through on a prescription. This 

Urgent Care wasn’t on their database. Oh well, at least I got tested and given my shot in the ass.   

 

However, the doctor returned already having sent my prescription to the pharmacy. Doctors 

generally wait for the test results, but this rebel didn’t. One suspiciously long handshake later, and 

I was gone. Did this potentially closeted, at the very least socially inept, doctor take a risk to help 

me out, regardless of his bosses’ wishes, so that I could be more comfortable and assured in my 

own sexual freedom? Or maybe he was just hoping I’d come back later to check him for lumps.   

 

• • • 

 

A few days later, I receive a call from my doctor-in-shining-armor in which he introduces himself 

by his first name. Sir, for your dignity, retain some modicum of medical decorum. I hope for an 

indecent proposal to give this story a superb ending, but after spewing out results, he hangs up. 

What? Now that gonorrhea is official you’re too good for me? Whatever. If you don’t want me 

when my pee burns, then you certainly don’t get me when peeing is a pleasure.  

 

Overwhelmingly, the urge to urinate strikes. As the first drops hit the water, it sinks in. This fire 

water will be my bosom buddy until the medicine finishes working in a few days.  

 

Somewhere, Magda is smiling. 


